Detection of single molecules: solution-phase single-molecule fluorescence correlation spectroscopy as an ultrasensitive, rapid and reliable system for immunological investigation.
More sensitive techniques in molecular and clinical immunology are essential for the development of reproducible profiles. We have developed a novel methodology named solution-phase single-molecule fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (SPSM-FCS) that fulfils these demands. It is based on the quantification of the probability density of single molecule events in solution is necessary. For example, the Brownian motion of the fluorophore rhodamine-green is detected. Counting about 100,000 photon counts per second and per molecule permits the identification of one single compound. In order to study the applicability of SPSM-FCS in immunology, we have detected and identified a larger nonfluorescent substance in a very complex mixture. The 'unknown' molecules studied were the autoantibodies in serum samples directed against the antigen alpha 3 chain of type IV collagen. In both systems, we were able to characterize the probability density of single fluorescent molecules by means of the averaged absolute molecule number without any calibration. The specific molecules exhibited a Poisson distribution in solution in terms of their 'critical' bulk concentration below about 1 nM. This proof of principle indicates how the SPSM-FCS methodology could be used in immunoassays.